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Abstrakt 

Disertační práce je zpracovaná formou komentovaného souboru odborných článků a zabývá se 

možnostmi využití neutronového zobrazování na výzkumných reaktorech velmi nízkého výkonu. 

Tyto možnosti byly demonstrovány vývojem zařízení pro neutronové zobrazování na školním 

reaktoru VR-1 s výkonem pouhých 100 W. Práce popisuje úplný vývoj zařízení pro neutronové 

zobrazování od návrhu, konstrukce, bezpečnostního hodnocení, výpočtů, až po testování 

jednotlivých částí zařízení (detekční systém, neutronový svazek a stínění) a uvedení do provozu. 

Při vývoji zařízení pro neutronové zobrazování na reaktoru s takto nízkým výkonem bylo nutné 

překonat spoustu výzev spojených nejen s omezeným výkonem, ale i specifickým provozem 

reaktoru velmi nízkého výkonu. Přesto se v průběhu doktorského studia podařilo úspěšně 

vybudovat a uvést do standardního provozu zařízení nejen pro neutronovou radiografii, ale 

i neutronovou počítačovou tomografii. Navíc se jedná o první zařízení pro neutronovou 

tomografii provozované na výzkumném reaktoru s takto nízkým výkonem na světě. Přestože 

jedním z cílů práce bylo zahrnout neutronové zobrazování do standardní výuky na reaktoru 

VR-1, výsledky vývoje ukázali využitelnost zařízení i v multidisciplinárním výzkumu například 

v oblasti zachování kulturního dědictví. S využitím nově vybudovaného zařízení pro neutronové 

zobrazování byly úspěšně analyzovány interní struktury votivní soch z centrální Asie. Znalosti 

a zkušenosti z vývoje zařízení pro neutronové zobrazování z reaktoru VR-1 byly dále využity 

k úpravě detekčního systému pro neutronové zobrazování na reaktoru RA-6 v Argentině.





 

Abstract 

The dissertation thesis is compiled as a commented set of scientific papers and deals with the 

possibilities of using neutron imaging in very low-power research reactors. These possibilities 

have been demonstrated by the development of a neutron imaging facility at the Training 

reactor VR-1 with a power of only 100 W. The thesis describes the complete development of 

a neutron imaging facility from design, construction, safety assessment, and calculations, to 

testing individual parts of the facility (detection system, neutron beam and shielding) and 

commissioning. During the development of a neutron imaging facility at such a low-power 

reactor, it was necessary to overcome many challenges related not only to the limited power 

but also to the specific operation of a very low-power research reactor. Nevertheless, during the 

PhD studies, it was possible to successfully build and commission the facility not only for 

neutron radiography but also for neutron computed tomography. In addition, it is the first 

neutron tomography facility operated at such a low-power research reactor in the world. 

Although one of the goals of the thesis was to include neutron imaging in standard teaching at 

the VR-1 reactor, the results also showed the potential for multidisciplinary research, such as 

cultural heritage preservation. Using the newly developed neutron imaging facility, the internal 

structures of votive statues from Central Asia were successfully analysed. Later, the knowledge 

and experience from the development of a neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was 

used to upgrade the detection system for neutron imaging at the RA-6 reactor in Argentina.
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Introduction 

Neutron imaging is a nuclear analytical technique used to investigate internal structures and 

material composition of optically opaque objects. Like other nuclear analytical techniques, 

neutron imaging requires a sufficient source of radiation, in this case, a source of neutrons. 

For this reason, neutron imaging has been mostly performed at high power neutron sources, 

such as high-power research reactors or spallation sources. However, new detection systems, 

based on combination of CCD or CMOS cameras with scintillator screens, have brought new 

possibilities for neutron imaging at low-power neutron sources, like very low-power research 

reactors. However, the use of neutron imaging at very low power neutron sources is associated 

with several challenges. The main challenge is related to low power of the source (reactor) 

which is connected to the low neutron flux at the sample. This challenge can be partly solved 

by optimisation of the neutron beam and long exposure times. Another challenge, which is 

connected to low power research reactors is their specific mode of operation. Unlike high-power 

reactors, low-power reactors are operated on a daily shift basis, and it is mostly impossible to 

carry out multiple activities simultaneously. On the other hand, the advantage of low power 

nuclear research reactors is that they could provide more options for the education of students 

and basic investigations, due to their lower operational costs, in multidisciplinary research. 

The dissertation thesis is compiled in the form of a commented set of five publications that 

were published in international journals with impact factor and are indexed in the international 

databases Web of Science and Scopus. The main goal of the dissertation thesis was to study 

the possibilities of using neutron imaging at very low-power research reactors. This topic has 

only been explored at a few low-power research reactors worldwide, specifically, five research 

reactors with a power of less than 30 kW. These are the ARGONAUTA reactor (200 W), the 

UTR KINKI reactor (1 W), the AGN-201K reactor (10 W), the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor 

(20 kW) and the AKR-2 reactor (2 W). Except for the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor, which has 

slightly higher power than the other reactors, all reactors are able to perform only neutron 

radiography, not neutron tomography. All these very low-power research reactors use their 

neutron imaging facilities mainly for education, with minimal use in various research disciplines. 
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The possibilities of using neutron imaging at very low-power research reactors were in this 

thesis demonstrated by the development of a neutron imaging facility at the Training reactor 

VR-1 with a reactor power of only 100 W. The development of the NIFFLER – “Neutron 

Imaging Facility for Learning and Research” at the VR-1 reactor was divided into several steps. 

First, the individual parts of the facility were designed, and the safety assessment was carried 

out. Then, the individual parts were constructed and tested at the reactor and necessary 

modifications were performed. And after sufficient number of measurements, the facility was 

commissioned and put into permanent operation. The development of the NIFFLER facility 

was focused on all necessary parts, such as the detection system, the neutron beam, the 

shielding, and the tomography setup. Despite the very low power of the reactor, it was possible 

to successfully build and commission the facility not only for neutron radiography but also for 

neutron computed tomography. With that, the VR-1 reactor is the first reactor with such a 

low power to operated neutron tomography facility worldwide. 

After the development of the facility, the activities were focused on testing different applications 

of neutron imaging. The main emphasis was on the incorporation of neutron imaging into 

education at the Department of Nuclear Reactors. Neutron imaging was successfully 

incorporated into standard education for Master students. However, the results of neutron 

imaging experiments at the VR-1 reactor showed the potential for multidisciplinary research; 

for example, the applications of neutron imaging in cultural heritage preservation were tested. 

Measurements of internal structures of Asian votive statues were performed, as a first step in 

collaboration with the National Gallery Prague. 

Later, the knowledge and experience from the development of a NIFFLER neutron imaging 

facility at the VR-1 reactor was used for the upgrade of other facilities, mainly their detection 

systems. An example of this was an upgrade of detection system for neutron imaging at the 

RA-6 reactors. This system was designed as a long-distance periscope, to fulfil specific shielding 

requirements at the RA-6 reactor in San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina. The upgrade of this 

facility was the first step in the knowledge transfer from the development of the neutron imaging 

facility at the Training reactor VR-1 to other research reactors worldwide. 
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Chapter 1  

Status of Neutron Imaging 

Neutron imaging as a non-destructive imaging technique has been used since the 1930s [1]. 

However, this method was significantly developed in the 1960s [1], with the use of research 

reactors as a sufficient neutron source, which allowed an increase in image quality. 

By the mid-1980s [1], initially analogue images were digitised and stored on computers, 

which allowed advanced image processing techniques for quantitative analysis. Currently, 

digital neutron imaging is a well-developed, standardised, and even commercially used 

technique with several main trends in which the development is heading. This thesis is only 

focused on research activities in neutron imaging and does not include commercial 

activities. 

One of the modern trends goes towards high-resolution and smaller samples. This trend focuses 

on imaging small samples with very high resolution in micrometres. This is achieved with 

particular detection systems using very thin gadolinium scintillator screens and high numerical 

aperture magnifying lenses or Wolter optics [2, 3]. This requires a high or at least 

medium-power neutron source. 

Another modern trend goes towards advanced neutron imaging techniques. These techniques 

focus on the particle-wave dualism of neutrons. Instead of measuring the direct attenuation of 

the neutron beam, they exploit the wave properties of the neutron. These techniques include 

Bragg-Edge Imaging [4, 5], phase contrast and dark field imaging [6, 7], diffractive imaging [8], 

neutron grating interferometry [9], and imaging with polarised neutrons [10, 11]. 

These techniques require a high-power neutron source; nearly all these advanced methods even 

require specific neutron energies – cold neutrons.     

The last modern trend of neutron imaging goes towards downscaling neutron imaging facilities 

from high-power neutron sources to low-power neutron sources such as low and very low-power 

research reactors. This trend is focused on possibilities of utilisation of neutron imaging at 

low-power neutron sources, especially in the field of education and training but also 
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multidisciplinary research. The development of digital detection systems consisting of cooled 

scientific CCD (charged-coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal-oxide 

semiconductor) cameras for long exposure times in combination with scintillation screens 

contributed to the expansion of this trend, which allowed tests of the possibility of neutron 

imaging at low-power neutron sources. Even so, there are still only a few low and very low-

power neutron sources that use this method.  

Since the main topic of the dissertation thesis is neutron imaging at very low-power research 

reactors, this is the latest trend of downscaling neutron imaging from high-power neutron 

sources to low-power neutron sources, especially low-power research reactors, which is expanded 

in the following chapters. 

1.1 Neutron Imaging at Low-Power Neutron Sources  

Neutron imaging is mainly performed at two types of neutron sources: reactor neutron sources 

– research reactors, and spallation neutron sources – accelerators. The advantages of research 

reactors are primarily the constant intensity of neutrons and the high neutron intensity. 

Conversely, the main disadvantage is high operational costs [12].  

According to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Research Reactor Database 

(RRDB), in December 2023, 68 research reactors [13] that are in operation or temporarily shut 

down declare the use of neutron imaging. Declaration of use/possibility of use of neutron 

imaging at these research reactors does not have to necessarily mean regular use of this method. 

In 2019, in collaboration with the IAEA, the International Society for Neutron Radiography 

(ISNR) published the International Survey on Neutron Imaging Facilities Worldwide, listing 

regularly used neutron imaging facilities [14]. However, this document is from 2019, and 

unfortunately, some information is no longer up to date as several facilities were permanently 

shut down and new facilities were built or underwent significant reconstruction. The ISNR 

website lists examples of the world's most well-known neutron imaging facilities. 

(See Tab. 1 [15])  

Most of the high-quality neutron imaging facilities are operated at high-power neutron sources, 

with research reactors with reactor power in dozens of MW and spallation sources with power 

around 1 MW, even though there are several examples of high-quality neutron imaging facilities 

operated at medium or low-power neutron sources, primarily research reactors, for example, 

a digital computed neutron tomography system at 250 kW test reactor at the Idaho National 

Laboratory (INL), Idaho Falls, United States of America [16] or a neutron imaging facility at 

250 kW TRIGA Mark-II reactor at Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria [17].  

The main challenge of performing neutron imaging at low-power neutron sources is, of course, 

connected to the low power/low neutron flux. However, it is the main but not the only challenge 

connected with neutron imaging at low-power research reactors. The second serious challenge 

concerns a specific mode of operation of low-power research reactors. High-power reactors are 
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in operation 24/7 during a cycle of several weeks, and several activities can be performed 

simultaneously. On the other hand, low-power reactors are usually operated on a daily-shift 

basis and, in most cases, cannot be used for several activities simultaneously. Therefore, a 

special reactor time must be dedicated to neutron imaging. 

Tab. 1 – Most well-known neutron imaging facilities [15]  

Facility Country Neutron source Power 

DINGO [18] Australia Reactor OPAL 15 MW 

NEXT [19] France Reactor ILL High Flux 58.3 MW 

ANTARES [20] 
Germany Reactor FRM II 20 MW 

NECTAR [21] 

RAD [22] 
Hungary Reactor BRR 10 MW 

NORMA [23] 

TNRF [24] 
Japan Reactor JRR 20 MW 

CNRF [24] 

RADEN [25] Japan Spallation source < 1 MW 

NEUTRA [26] 

Switzerland Spallation source 0.8 MW 
ICON [26] 

BOA [26] 

POLDI [26] 

ERNI [27] USA Spallation source 0.08 MW 

CG1D [28] 
USA Reactor HFIR 85 MW 

SNAP [29] 

BT2 [30] 
USA Reactor NIST 20 MW CNII [31] 

Some references, for example, the IAEA research reactor utilisation matrix from the IAEA 

document called Applications of research reactors [32], state only limited capability for neutron 

imaging at research reactors with reactor power of less than 1 MW and no capability at research 

reactors with reactor power of less than 100 kW. Nevertheless, a few neutron imaging facilities 

are still operated at very low-power neutron sources. With a focus on research reactors with 

reactor power under 30 kW, with Training reactor VR-1 omitted, there are five research reactors 

that tested the possibility of using neutron imaging or that operate neutron imaging facilities. 

These are the ARGONAUTA reactor at National Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN), 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [33], the UTR KINKI reactor at Kinki University, Osaka, Japan, 

the AGN-201K reactor at Kyung Hee University, Yongin, Korea [34], the SLOWPOKE-2 
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reactor at Royal Military College, Kingston, Canada [35] and the AKR-2 reactor at Technical 

University Dresden, Germany [36]. (See Tab. 2 [13]) Except for the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor, 

which has slightly higher power than the other reactors, all reactors can perform only neutron 

radiography, not neutron tomography measurements.  

Tab. 2 – Very low-power research reactors with neutron imaging facilities [13] 

Reactor Country Power (kW) 

ARGONAUTA  Brazil 0.2 

URT KINKI  Japan 0.001 

AGN-201K Korea 0.01 

SLOWPOKE-2 Canada 20 

AKR-2 Germany 0.002 

1.2 Use of Neutron Imaging at Low-Power Research Reactors 

The range of potential applications of neutron imaging is primarily limited by the intensity of 

the neutron beam, which depends on the intensity of the neutron source or reactor power. Most 

of the above-mentioned research reactors are operated by universities. Therefore, they use their 

neutron imaging facilities mainly for education and training, focusing on providing hands-on 

neutron radiography experiments for university students. That is something that large-scale 

facilities operated at high-power neutron sources cannot deliver because they are usually 

overbooked with research experiments. However, despite the low neutron intensity, some of 

these reactors found other uses for their neutron imaging facilities in various research areas.  

The research reactors SLOWPOKE-2 and ARGONAUTA decided to focus their neutron 

imaging research on material science and engineering. The research at the SLOWPOKE-2 

reactor is focused on the inspection of water ingress into the flight control surfaces of the CF-

18 Hornet [35]. With the reactor power of 20 kW, they could perform both neutron radiography 

and computed neutron tomography of water movements in CF-18 Hornet rudders [35]. On the 

other hand, the research at reactor ARGONAUTA is focused on visualising crust in metallic 

piping through real-time neutron radiography [37]. Neutron radiography was used to visualise 

crust in the interior of metallic piping of small diameter [37]. Unlike the previous two reactors, 

the research reactor AKR-2 tested the possibility of using neutron imaging in energy research. 

The experiments focused on neutron radiography of hydrogen storage devices for two 

configurations, filled with hydrogen to one-fifth of maximum capacity and completely 

drained [36]. Based on the studies in the references, for now, education and training remain the 

primary use of neutron imaging at low-power neutron sources. However, it is also apparent that 

low-power neutron sources can be used for neutron imaging for other applications in various 

research areas, e.g., already-tested material science and engineering or energy research and 

other not-yet-tested areas, such as cultural heritage preservation.
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Chapter 2   

Dissertation Thesis Objectives 

The dissertation thesis is focused on studying neutron imaging at very low-power research 

reactors. Neutron imaging as a nuclear analytical technique is mainly performed at high-power 

neutron sources such as high or medium-power research reactors or spallation sources. However, 

the situation started slowly changing in the last few years with the development of digital 

imaging systems. This brought new chances for utilising neutron imaging at low-power neutron 

sources, such as low-power research reactors. Even though a few very low-power research 

reactors tested the possibility of using neutron radiography, it is still challenging to build and 

operate neutron imaging facilities at such low-power neutron sources because of their low 

neutron intensity and specific mode of operation.  

The Training reactor VR-1 is a very low-power research reactor operated by the Faculty of 

Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering of the Czech Technical University in Prague, with 

a reactor power of 100 W. In this context, the objectives of the dissertation thesis are: 

1) Development of a neutron imaging facility at very low-power research reactors. 

The development of a neutron imaging facility includes design, construction and safety 

assessment of the neutron imaging facility and measurements and calculations. 

2) Commissioning of the neutron imaging facility at the Training reactor VR-1. 

The commissioning includes testing the neutron imaging facility at the Training reactor 

VR-1 and standard operation of the developed neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor. 

3) Proposals for incorporating the developed neutron imaging facility into education at 

the Department of Nuclear Reactors, such as nuclear engineering courses, as well as short-

term courses for other engineering and other multidisciplinary fields, for example, natural 

or social sciences, humanities and others. 
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Chapter 3  

Neutron Imaging  

Neutron imaging is a non-destructive analytical technique used to investigate internal 

structures and material composition of optically opaque objects. Neutron imaging belongs to 

the group of analytical imaging methods based on the beam attenuation in the investigated 

sample [1]. This group of methods includes gamma imaging, proton imaging and x-ray imaging, 

which is most well-known by the general public. The imaging principle is similar for all methods, 

the radiation intensity is attenuated by passing through the investigated object by an amount 

that depends on the thickness of the object and its material composition [1]. However, 

the difference is in the way of interaction of the incident particle with the matter. 

3.1 Imaging Principle 

A neutron is an uncharged fundamental particle with many unique attributes that provide 

a variety of contrast mechanisms, enabling many imaging techniques [38]. Due to their electric 

neutrality, neutrons interact mainly by strong interaction with atomic nuclei and are highly 

penetrating and well-able to investigate the interior of large assemblies non-destructively. 

Neutron-matter interactions include: 

 Neutron scattering (n, n) or (n, n’) 

 Radiative capture (n, γ) 

 Production of charged particles (n, α), (n, p) 

 Fission reaction (n, f) 

 Neutron producing reaction (n, 2n), (n, 3n) 

The probability that one of the interactions mentioned above occurs is described by 

a microscopic cross-section σ (m2) [39]. Each type of interaction is described by its own cross-

section, and the probability of all interactions is called total microscopic cross-section 𝜎  [39]. 

The above-mentioned neutron-matter interactions can be divided into two groups – absorption 
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reactions [radiative capture (𝜎 ), production of charged particles fission-reaction (𝜎 , 𝜎 ), fission 

reaction (𝜎 ) and neutron producing reaction (𝜎 )] and scattering reactions (𝜎 ). The scattering 

reactions can be further divided into coherent and incoherent scattering. In a coherent 

scattering process, neutron waves scattered by different nuclei combine to produce an 

interference pattern that depends on the relative locations of the atoms in the material [1]. 

Coherent scattering only happens on crystal lattices. In an incoherent scattering process, there 

is a randomisation of the strength of the scattering cross-section, which results in a component 

of the neutron scattering that depends only on the scattering from individual atoms and does 

not give rise to an interference pattern [1]. Both coherent and incoherent scattering can scatter 

elastically (𝜎 ) and inelastically (𝜎 ) [39]. Based on total microscopic cross section 𝜎 , a total 

macroscopic cross section Σ  (1/cm) can be defined as: 

                                                   Σ = 𝑁 ∙ 𝜎                                                   (1) 

where N (1/cm3) is atomic density [39]. In contrast to neutrons, X-rays interact only by 

electromagnetic interaction (photo effect, Compton scattering, production of electron-positron 

pairs) [1]. Therefore, the probability of X-ray interaction with the material depends on 

the number of protons of the elements (and thus on their atomic number) of which the object 

is composed. The dependency of mass attenuation coefficient on the atomic number for X-rays, 

gamma and fast and thermal neutrons is shown in Fig. 1 [40]. 

 

Fig. 1 – Dependency of mass attenuation coefficient on atomic number  

Another important aspect of neutron-matter interaction is neutron energy, as the microscopic 

cross section is energy dependent. It is possible to divide the neutron energy spectrum into 

a few parts with similar characteristics (See Tab. 3 [41]). Neutrons from the source are usually 

produced in fast energy ranges, the specific energy range depends on the source type, generally 

in MeV. However, thermal or cold neutrons are most often used for neutron imaging due to 

their favourable detection reactions and their contrast behaviour [1]. In the range of thermal 
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and cold neutrons, there is a high probability (microscopic cross section) of neutron-matter 

interaction in the form of absorption, which is the ideal attenuation process for neutron 

imaging. Therefore, neutrons from the source are mostly moderated to required thermal or cold 

energies. Fast neutrons are not frequently used for neutron imaging, but it is still possible to 

use them [42]. Unlike for thermal and cold neutrons, the probability of the neutron-matter 

interaction for fast neutrons in the form of absorption is nearly not existent. In contrast, the 

probability of the neutron-matter interaction in the form of scattering is much higher - nearly 

all the interactions [42]. 

Tab. 3 – Neutron classification at various energy ranges for neutron imaging [41]  

Neutron classification Energy range Wavelength (Å) 

Ultra Cold  < 0.12 meV > 26.1 

Cold  0.12 meV – 12 meV 26.1 – 2.6 

Thermal 12 meV – 100 meV 2.6 – 0.9 

Epithermal 100 meV – 1 eV 0.9 – 0.28 

Intermediate 1 eV –0.8 MeV  

Fast > 0.8 MeV  

For neutron imaging, neutrons interact with matter and thereby are removed from the incident 

beam either by absorption or by a change in direction (scattering) as they interact with 

the investigated material [1]. The ideal attenuation process for neutron imaging is absorption 

because it completely removes neutrons from the beam. The scattering also causes 

an attenuation process, but scattered neutrons do not have to be removed from the beam. 

They may still hit the detector in a place different from the original path, thus creating 

a background of scattered neutrons that produce background noise and blurring [38]. The beam 

attenuation is described by the basic law of radiation attenuation in a matter (Lambert’s law): 

                                             𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑒 ∫                                             (2) 

where I0 (1/m2 s1) is the intensity of neutrons incident on the sample, x (m) is the thickness of 

the object, and Σtot is the total macroscopic cross-section, also called linear attenuation 

coefficient [1]. The attenuated neutron beam is detected by a detection system which is located 

perpendicular to the beam propagation direction. This creates a grayscale image that contains 

all the information about the thickness and material composition of the sample. One of the 

fundamental quantities used in neutron radiography is the transmission of T, which is defined 

by following equation: 

                                                       𝑇 =                                                          (3) 

Where I is the intensity of the neutrons that passed through the sample, and I0 is the intensity 

of the neutrons incident on the sample [1]. Unfortunately, reality is more complicated, and this 

formula has certain limitations. It breaks down in situations involving relatively thick objects, 
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objects consisting of highly absorbing or highly scattering materials. Due to the energy 

dependence of the probability of neutron-matter interaction, multiple scattering effects and 

changes in the radiation energy need to be considered [1]. 

3.2 Neutron Imaging Instrumentation 

Neutron imaging facilities require several important parts – neutron source, 

collimator/diaphragm and detection system. Neutron sources for neutron imaging can be 

divided into two main groups: reactor sources and non-reactor sources [43]. Non-reactor sources 

include accelerator-based (spallation) sources and neutron generators. The main criteria for 

selecting a suitable neutron source for neutron imaging are the intensity and energy of neutrons, 

the intensity and energy of the associated gamma radiation, price, dimensions, etc. For 

the comparison of physical parameters of neutron sources for neutron imaging, see Tab. 4 [44]. 

Tab. 4 – Comparison of main parameters of neutron sources for neutron imaging  

Source type Neutron intensity   Initial neutron energy* (MeV)  

Research reactor 109 - 1015 n/cm2s 2  

Spallation source 108 - 1016 n/s 2 

D-D generator 106 - 108 n/s 2.5 

D-T generator 108 - 1011 n/s 14  

* This is the energy value where the energy spectrum reaches its maximum. 

The collimator with a diaphragm is another essential part of the neutron imaging system. 

The diaphragm creates the smallest diameter of the collimator. Once neutrons are produced 

and slowed down (if required), they must be formed into a beam [1]. Unlike electrons, because 

of their neutral charge, neutrons cannot be focused. The most straightforward approach uses 

the diaphragm (pinhole) and collimator, which allows for creating a quasi-parallel neutron beam 

and removing neutrons moving other than quasi-parallel. An essential parameter of the neutron 

imaging facility, which affects the spatial resolution of the resulting image, is the collimation 

ratio L/D, where L is the length between the smallest diameter of the collimator or diaphragm 

and the sample, and D is the smallest diameter of the collimator [1]. Higher L/D ratio produces 

better image resolution.  

Then, it is possible to modify the neutron beam using flight tubes or neutron guides [45]. 

Both neutron guides and flight tubes are used to transport neutrons from the source or 

moderator to the detection position with minimal loss. Neutron guides are made of highly 

reflective materials for neutrons. So, they can transport neutrons over large distances with high 

efficiency [45]. This works only for thermal and cold neutrons. Unfortunately, due to high 

reflection angles, neutron guides create divergent beams and, therefore, alone are not an optimal 

choice for neutron imaging. On the other hand, flight tubes are tubes with walls lined with 

a neutron opaque material with a high cross section for absorption, which allows removing 
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neutrons moving other than approximately parallel to the collimator axis. However, a neutron 

guide can be used for neutron imaging in combination with another pinhole and flight tube 

[45]. The additional pinhole and the consecutive distance of the flight tube limit the divergence 

of the beam and overcome the restrictions of a neutron guide alone. 

To create an image, it is necessary to detect the neutron beam passing through the investigated 

object. As neutrons do not have an electrical charge, they cannot be detected directly. It is 

necessary to use materials that convert the incident neutron to charged particles or 

electromagnetic radiation [1]. Such a material is called a converter and forms the basis of every 

neutron detector. A suitable isotope for a neutron converter is an isotope with a large cross-

section for neutron absorption and a small cross-section for reaction with gamma radiation and 

charged particles [38]. Suitable conversion materials for thermal and cold neutrons are 6Li and 
10B with (n, α) reaction, 3He with (n, p) reaction, 157Gd with (n, γ) reaction and 235U with 

(n, f) reaction. (See Tab. 5 [38]) 

Tab. 5 – Microscopic cross sections and type of reaction for conversion materials  

Isotope Reaction Absorption cross section* 𝜎  (b) 

3He 3He (n, p) 3H 5333 
6Li 6Li (n, ) 3H 940 
10B 10B (n, ) 7Li 3835 

157Gd 157Gd (n, ) 158Gd 259000 
235U 235U (n, f) 681 

*Cross section values are given for thermal neutrons. 

There are a few different types of detection systems that have been developed for neutron 

imaging, for example, photographic film detectors with convertor foils, imaging plates [46], flat 

panels based on amorphous silicon, track-etch-foils or CCD cameras with scintillator screen 

and CMOS cameras with scintillator screen [1]. 

Modern digital neutron imaging facilities use mostly CMOS or CCD cameras and scintillator 

screens [47, 48]. Both CMOS and CDD cameras capture light and convert it to digital images. 

The difference between them is in the way of signal collection. While CMOS sensors have 

a readout matrix connected to each pixel via a transistor, which can address each pixel directly, 

CCD sensors shift charge pixel-wise across the whole chip sequentially to a single readout 

amplifier. CCD sensors are usually more expensive, slower (because of the sequential charge 

readout) and more energy-consuming than CMOS sensors [49]. On the other hand, CCD sensors 

provide slightly higher sensitivity and less noise. CMOS or CCD sensors are used in combination 

with scintillator screens. Scintillators are materials that exhibit luminescence after irradiation, 

which means they produce photons in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum 

proportional to the intensity of the incident neutrons, which are then captured by an electronic 

detection system (CCD or CMOS camera) [49]. The main parameters of the scintillator screen 
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are light output, detection efficiency, conversion efficiency, emission spectrum and spatial 

resolution.  A comparison of the main parameters of some scintillator screens is given in Tab. 6 

[50]. Some of the parameters of scintillator screens depend on beam properties, detection system 

(sensor), thickness of the absorber layer and luminescent material. Values in the table may vary 

due to the measurement environment [50]. 

Tab. 6 – Comparison of main parameters of some scintillator screens [50] 

Scintillator type Thickness (µm) Resolution (µm) 
Relative light 

output* 

6LiF/ZnS: (Cu) or (Ag) ̴ 50 - 400  ̴50 - 400 100 % 
10B2O3/ZnS: (Cu) or (Ag)  ̴50 - 400  ̴50 - 400   ̴50 % 

Gd2O2S: (Tb)  ̴10 - 40  ̴10 - 40  ̴6 % 

Gd2O2S: (Tb) enriched 157Gd ̴ 5  ̴5  ̴6 % 

*Relative light output depends on the used absorber but also the thickness of the absorber layer. Values of light 
output in table 5 are listed for 100 µm for 6LiF/ZnS and 10B2O3/ZnS, 20 µm for Gd2O2S and 5 µm for Gd2O2S with 
enriched 157Gd. 

 

From Tab. 6, it is evident that some scintillator screens are available with different emission 

spectra. An example of the emission spectra of the scintillator is given in Fig. 2 [50].  6Li-based 

and 10B2O3 scintillators are usually available in two variants: Cu-activated scintillators that 

emit green light with a peak wavelength of  ̴520 nm and Ag-activated ones that emit blue light 

 4̴50 nm [51]. In comparison, Gd-based scintillators are mostly available in the variant of 

Tb-activated scintillators that emit green light with a peak wavelength of  5̴49 nm [50]. When 

choosing an optimum scintillator screen, the properties of the detection system (camera) need 

to be considered. The green-emitting type scintillators match standard CCD and CMOS camera 

systems very well [50]. 

 
Fig. 2 – An example of emission spectra of scintillator screen [50]  
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3.3 Neutron Radiography and Neutron Computed Tomography 

Neutron imaging includes two basic methods: Neutron radiography, i.e., two-dimensional (2D) 

imaging and neutron computed tomography (CT), i.e. three-dimensional (3D) imaging. 

Neutron radiography produces a 2D attenuation map of neutron radiation that has penetrated 

a 3D object. On the other hand, neutron computed tomography uses a large number of 

2D neutron radiographs recorded under different angles to reconstruct a 3D image [1]. 

The basic principle of tomography is the reconstruction of information in the third dimension 

by solving the integral through the path of the neutron through the displayed object [52]. 

In practice, a series of 2D projections is made while the sample rotates around its vertical (or 

horizontal) axis in small steps. In the case of the parallel beam, which is used for neutron 

imaging, the reconstruction is done in layers reconstructed from single lines. In contrast, in 

a cone beam, which is used for X-ray imaging, the operation must be done in 3D from the start. 

There are several mathematical methods used for image reconstruction. One of them is the 

Radon transformation method. The principle of projection and Radon transformation method 

[52] is that a number of neutrons hit each detector element; their intensity is given by Lambert’s 

law [52]: 

                                      𝐼(𝑥) =  𝐼  ∙ exp − ∫ 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦 ∙ 𝑑𝑠)                                    (4) 

where I0 is the intensity of neutrons incident on the sample and the linear attenuation coefficient 

μ(x,y) at position (x,y). Integration is performed along with the straight beam paths through 

the plane [52]. The projection of the two-dimensional slice as a one-dimensional function of 

the variable t perpendicular to the rays is: 

                                              𝑃 (𝑡) = ∫ 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ 𝑑𝑠                                            (5) 

A new coordinate system (t,s) is defined that expresses the rotated sample system (t,s) with 

respect to the fixed detector system (x,y) [52]. The transformation of the (x,y) system into 

the (t,s) system is defined as: 

                                            𝑡 = 𝑥 ∙ cos  (𝜃) + 𝑦 ∙ sin  (𝜃)                                         (6) 

Then projection 𝑃 (𝑡) is equal to: 

                             𝑃 (𝑡) =  ∫ ∫ 𝛿 (𝑥 ∙ cos(𝜃) + 𝑦 ∙ sin(𝜃) − 𝑡) ∙ 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦                              (7) 

This is defined as a Radon transformation [52]. 

The projection of the two-dimensional slice must then be converted from the spatial domain to 

the frequency domain using the Fourier transform. The one-dimensional Fourier-Transform of 

the projection 𝑃 (𝜔) is: 

                                        𝑃 (𝜔) = ∫ 𝑃 (𝑡) ∙ 𝑒 𝑑𝑡                                      (8) 
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and the two-dimensional Fourier-Transform S(u,v) of the slice to be reconstructed is:  

                                                   𝑆(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∫ ∫ 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦) ∙ 𝑒 ( )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦                           (9) 

 

Equations 8 and 9 combined deliver the Fourier Slice Theorem: 

                                                        𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝑆(𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, 𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃) ≡ 𝑆(𝜔, 𝜃)                                             (10) 

The principle of Fourier Slice Theorem is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 [52]: 

 

Fig. 3 – Projection transformation principle  

In theory, it would be possible to fill the entire Fourier space by measuring an infinite number 

of projections and then to obtain the distribution μ(x,y) by a two-dimensional Fourier Back 

transform of S(u,v) [52].  In reality, the number of projections is limited, and the function 

S(u,v) is known only at a few points on radial lines, as shown in Fig. 4 [52]: 

 

Fig. 4 – Measured value in the frequency domain  

The points on radial lines must be interpolated using a quadratic mesh. With increasing radial 

distance, the density of measured values decreases, and interpolation uncertainty increases, and 

the reconstructed image appears smoothed or smeared [52]. A simple reconstruction can be 

performed by simply summing up the two-dimensional Fourier Transforms of the single lines. 

Each of the projections delivers only a single line, not the information for a “cake slice” of width 

2π|ω|/k as it should. However, the lines are weighted with a ramp filter of height 2π|ω|/k, 

v 
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so that the new wedge has the same “mass “as the cake slice, which represents filtered data in 

the frequency domain [52]. The scheme of a ramp filter is shown in Fig. 5 [52]: 

 

Fig. 5 – Required, real and filtered data representation in the frequency domain.  

Then the distribution μ(x,y) by a two-dimensional Fourier Filtered Back transform of S(u,v) 

equals: 

                                                  𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∫ ∫ 𝑆(𝜔, 𝜃)𝑒 |𝜔|𝑑𝜔𝑑𝜃                                     (11) 

Now the one-dimensional Fourier Transform 𝑃 (𝜔) of the projection at angle can be substituted 

for the two-dimensional Fourier Transform 𝑆(𝜔, 𝜃): 

                                                 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∫ 𝑄 (𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃)𝑑𝜃                                                     (12) 

With: 

                                                     𝑄 (𝑡) = ∫ 𝑃 (𝜔)𝑒 |𝜔|𝑑𝜔                                            (13) 

where 𝑄 (𝑡) is called “filtered projection” [52]. These filtered projections are “back-projected” 

onto the reconstruction field. Each filtered projection 𝑄 (𝑡) contributes the same value to all 

points of the reconstruction field along the original ray. Thus, the filtered back projection is 

being “smeared” along the original ray path across the reconstruction field [52]. 

The number of projections should be in the same order as the number of rays in one projection 

[52]. For M projections with N rays over 180°, the angular increment δ between two consecutive 

projections is given in Fourier space as: 

                                                    𝛿 =                                                       (14) 

For distance T between two neighbouring rays, the maximum spatial frequency 𝜔  in 

the projection, given by Nyquist’s Theorem, as: 

                                                 𝜔 =                                                     (15) 

For N values for each projection in the spatial domain, there are also N values for each measured 

line in the frequency domain so that the distance ε between two consecutive measured values 

on a radial line (or diameter) in the frequency domain is given as [52]: 

                                              𝜀 = =                                                 (16) 

For the worst azimuthal resolution in the frequency domain to match the radial resolution, 

the following must be demanded: 

                                                   ≈                                                   (17) 

a) b) c) 
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From equation 17, it means [52]: 

                                            
  

= ≈                                      (18) 

Unfortunately, this is the mathematically ideal case, but in practice, much fewer projections 

are used before the limit of the resolution is reached (or at least approximated) due to other 

sources of unsharpness in the system. 

3.4 Data Analysis and Resolution Measurement 

Neutron imaging experiments usually produce a large amount of data that must be processed 

to obtain the required information i.e., attenuation coefficient, resolution, pixel size etc. 

The resulting images are intensity values of the neutrons transmitted through a sample. 

The first steps in data processing are verification and optimisation of measured data [53]. 

An example is adjusting an image's brightness and contrast, focusing on narrow grey level 

intervals for better visual resolution of local details, white spot reduction or noise reduction to 

remove noise caused mainly by gamma radiation [54]. White spots are local charge clouds 

generated on the camera chip caused by a direct hit of a gamma photon from the sample or 

elsewhere. Another processing operation is the normalisation of the image. Normalization is 

a data correction process for beam inhomogeneity, thermal noise, and offset. For image 

normalisation and thus calculation of transmission, two extra images must be taken. An open 

beam image (ob), an image without a sample, is taken because the neutron beam and 

the detection system are inhomogeneous. A dark image (di), an image with a closed beam 

shutter, contains thermal noise and offset of the camera [55]. The information acquired by 

neutron imaging (after normalisation process) is the transmission of neutrons (T) through 

a sample. Then, the transmission after the normalisation process is: 

                                                    𝑇 =                                                     (19) 

Based on Lambert’s law (equation 2), an attenuation coefficient of different materials can be 

determined from the transmission. Other image processing steps depend on the type of 

experiment, e.g., for computed tomography data processing includes CT reconstruction, noise 

reduction, segmentation, visualisation, etc. [53]. 

The parameter that affects the quality of the image is a signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-

noise ratio measures the noise strength in your signal [56]. Noise is unwanted information in 

a signal that is present in neutron imaging measurements. There are a few factors that influence 

the strength of noise – neutron flux, pixel size, exposure time, scintillator type, and efficiency. 

The main types of noise are spatially uncorrelated noise, which is a noise in each pixel 

independent of the pixel neighbourhood; structured noise, which is noise that depends on the 

values of the pixel neighbourhood and is thus spatially correlated; and event noise, which is 

a random activation function that triggers the event of each pixel with some probability [56]. 

Mostly, the noise consists of a combination of all three types. In general, noise is driven by 
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a random distribution. The most common random distribution is the Gaussian noise. All other 

distributions asymptotically converge towards the Gaussian distribution thanks to the central 

limit theorem [56]. The Poisson noise is the main noise model for event counting processes, i.e. 

neutron flux and generated photon flux, electronic readout noise, etc. Poisson noise is the square 

root of the detected particles. [57] The Poisson noise distribution is asymmetric for a few 

particles, while it takes a Gaussian shape when many particles are counted [56]. The pixel size, 

neutron flux, exposure time and detection efficiency all influence the number of detected 

neutrons or photons and, thus, the inherent Poisson noise. In addition, there is an electronic 

readout noise, thermal noise (charge/thermal electrons generated in the silicon by temperature) 

and noise in the number of detected photons due to the depth of the detection process on the 

screen. The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by increasing the number of neutrons per 

pixel. This can be achieved by increasing neutron flux, exposure time, pixel size or detector 

material or thickness. While the pixel effective size, exposure time and neutron flux all influence 

the Poisson noise, the detector material and thickness influence the detection efficiency and the 

number of photons emitted towards the detector, depending on the depth of interaction. 

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as: 

                                               𝑆𝑁𝑅 = ( )
( )

                                               (20) 

To determine the quality of the detection system, there are two quantities – effective pixel size 

and image resolution. Effective pixel size measures the distance between two adjacent pixels 

[58]. The lens's magnification and the camera's pixel size determine the detector system's 

effective pixel size [55]. The effective pixel size is obtained by measuring the number of pixels 

in a sample of a well-known size and then dividing the metric distance by the number of pixels. 

On the other hand, the resolution measures the ability of an optical system to resolve two 

features in an observed scene [58]. The resolution depends on various components of the neutron 

imaging instrument (filters, pinhole, scintillator, lens, camera). There are two main methods to 

measure resolution – using test patterns or an absorbing edge [59]. The most straightforward 

and fastest way to determine resolution is to use test patterns, e.g., line patterns or a Siemens 

star. Although the resolution can be determined visually from the test patterns, there are 

analytical approaches to find more precise resolution values from the Siemens star or line 

patterns [59]. For example, a method to find the resolution is to extract line profiles over 

the different line patterns, e.g., using an average profile. Another method to determine 

resolution is to use a sharp edge of highly absorbing material. This method is based on 

extracting the intensity profile across a high-contrast sharp edge, such as a thin gadolinium 

sheet [59]. The edge images from the high-contrast edge device can be evaluated by determining 

the line spread function or the modulation transfer function (MTF). The line spread function 

(LSF) is defined as a derivation of the edge spread function (ESF) – the intensity profile along 

the edge. The Fourier transformation of the LSF gives the corresponding MTF.  While the LSF 

is measured in real space using a metric distance, the MTF is measured in reciprocal space 
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using frequencies as units [59]. Resolution is usually given as 10% MTF visible. The resolution 

performance of the imaging system is also limited by the Nyquist frequency limit. Nyquist 

frequency is the limit of the detection system given by pixel size - one line pair bright/dark in 

two pixels.  

3.5 Applications of Neutron Imaging  

Neutron imaging, the same as X-ray imaging, has a wide variety of applications. The advantage 

of neutrons against X-rays is the ability to image elements with low atomic numbers and 

penetrate many elements with high atomic numbers [60]. Neutrons can also deliver a contrast 

between many neighbouring elements in the periodic system or isotopes of the same element [1]. 

For this reason, neutron imaging has been established as a complementary non-destructive 

investigation method to X-ray imaging. 

The range of potential applications of neutron imaging is primarily limited by the intensity of 

the neutron beam, which is proportional to the power of the neutron source [32]. The following 

text covers different applications of neutron imaging and examples from different facilities 

worldwide. The applications of neutron imaging were divided into several main categories, 

which include energy research, material science and engineering research, cultural heritage 

research and biomedical and biological research [1]. The following list of neutron imaging 

applications is based on a study of the references and does not include all ever-tested 

possibilities or options. 

Material Science and Engineering 

Material science and engineering, i.e., mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering, civil 

engineering, etc., represent the largest group of neutron imaging applications. Examples of 

application include many different types of samples such as industrial samples like motors, 

turbines, etc. [61], irradiated nuclear fuel [16] and also different phenomena such as visualisation 

of strains [62], residual stress [63], determination of crystalline phases, structure variations [63, 

64], hydrogen embrittlement of materials [65], particulate materials and porous media, 

visualisation of fluid mechanics [66], multi-phase flow in heat pipes etc. Neutron imaging in 

material science and engineering uses classic imaging methods, e.g., radiography, tomography, 

or stroboscopic imaging, and also advanced imaging methods, e.g., energy selective imaging, 

phase contrast imaging [64], etc. These advanced methods provide different contrast 

mechanisms which reveal material properties that cannot be obtained by standard imaging 

techniques [4]. 

Energy Research 

Neutron imaging in energy research is used in two main research activities – battery research 

[67] and hydrogen economy research [68]. Unlike x-rays, neutrons provide high sensitivity and 

contrast for light elements such as hydrogen and lithium [67]. High attenuation of neutrons by 

both these elements enables direct observations of lithium-ion batteries and energy production 
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and storage devices based on hydrogen. Neutron imaging in battery research is mainly focused 

on better understanding the performance, degradation, and failure of lithium-ion batteries in 

lithium redistribution, electrolyte consumption, and gas formation [67]. On the other hand, 

hydrogen economy research uses neutron imaging, for example, for efficient flow field design, 

gas diffusion layer characteristics, characterisation of two-phase flow phenomena and membrane 

durability for fuel cells [69] and materials for hydrogen storage devices [68]. A new trend in 

using neutron imaging for energy research is to use advanced imaging methods such as energy-

resolved imaging or imaging with polarised neutrons. 

Cultural Heritage Preservation 

Many museums and scientific centres use X-ray imaging to study cultural heritage objects. 

However, X-ray imaging is unsuitable for metal objects filled with organic matter or fossils 

embedded in ferrous rock. Therefore, the main research areas in cultural heritage preservation 

where neutron imaging can be used are – archaeology, palaeontology and culturology. 

An example of the application of neutron imaging in archaeology is neutron imaging of 

archaeological bronzes [70], Roman bronze sculptures and other metallic samples [71] and 

metallurgic examinations on medieval swords [5]. An example of the application of neutron 

imaging in palaeontology is neutron computed tomography with thermal and cold neutrons of 

fossils embedded in rock [5], exploring hominin and non-hominin primate dental fossil remains 

with neutron microtomography [72] and new views of plant fossils from Antarctica: 

a comparison of X-ray and neutron imaging techniques [73]. Advanced methods such as Energy 

Selective or Bragg Edge Imaging can be used to achieve detailed results. 

Biomedical and Biological Research 

Another possibility of using neutron imaging is in biomedical and biological research. There are 

two main research areas - measurements of biological tissues and plant physiology. 

Measurements of biological samples using neutrons are useful for phenomena such as 

bone-implant interface, cardiac or respiratory deformations and tumour identification [1]. As 

neutron imaging poses a radiological hazard, it is not performed on living human subjects, only 

on small animals [74]. As for plant physiology, studies of water uptake in plants or trees were 

historically performed in invasive or destructive ways. Neutron imaging provides the non-

destructive option of water observation in plants and soils and root development under different 

soil conditions [75]. This technique is also useful for observation of water movement in seeds, 

roots in soil and wood. Based on that, it is possible to better understand the activity of living 

plants, their development, and their adaptation to environmental changes. 

Education and Training 

Neutron imaging is also used in education and training to allow students or young professionals 

to perform hands-on experiments. The primary providers of education in neutron imaging are 

universities. They can provide their students with theoretical knowledge of neutron imaging 
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methods and, in some cases, provide access to experimental instruments to perform 

measurements, data analysis and other hands-on activities. Although not many universities 

provide complete semester courses focused on neutron imaging, some at least include neutron 

imaging in other courses, such as neutron applications, etc. or provide a possibility to perform 

individual research in the form of bachelor or master theses. Providers of training in neutron 

imaging can be research institutes operating imaging instruments or, for example, 

the International Atomic Energy Agency that launched e-learning courses [76] and provides 

training workshops in neutron imaging [77]. 
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Chapter 4  

Training Reactor VR-1 

The Training reactor VR-1 is a very low-power research reactor operated by the Czech 

Technical University in Prague. The VR-1 reactor is a state-of-the-art experimental 

instrumentation for the education of students in the field of nuclear engineering from the Czech 

Republic and abroad [78]. Research and development activities at the reactor are mainly 

focused on current challenges in nuclear energy development, particularly on the safe operation 

of nuclear installations, theoretical and experimental reactor physics, nuclear safety, and nuclear 

fuel cycle. Apart from traditional nuclear technology research, the VR-1 reactor is also active 

in using neutron applications in research, which enables various multidisciplinary research 

studies that put together nuclear sciences and technology and natural sciences, social sciences, 

and humanities [78]. A photo of the Training reactor VR-1 is shown in Fig. 6 [79], and a photo 

of the reactor core in Fig. 7 [79]. 

 

            

 

 

. 

Fig. 7 – The VR-1 reactor core 

- 

Fig. 6 – The Training reactor VR-1 
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The VR-1 reactor is a pool-type, light water reactor based on low-enriched uranium with 19.7% 

of 235U [78]. The reactor uses IRT-4M-type concentric fuel elements. The nominal thermal 

power of the reactor is 100 W, which can be increased up to 500 W up to 70 h annually [78]. 

Thermal neutron flux in the core at the power of 100 W corresponds to 5 · 10  n/cm s . The 

reactor is operated at atmospheric pressure at a temperature of about 20 °C. A neutron 

moderator is demineralised light water, which is also used as a neutron reflector, biological 

shielding and a coolant [79]. The experimental equipment of the VR-1 reactor consists of several 

vertical irradiation tubes, one radial horizontal beam port, one tangential horizontal beam port, 

shutter and measuring boxes for experiments on a radial beam port, instrumentation for 

detection of delayed neutrons, instrumentation for bubble boiling simulation, instrumentation 

for the study of temperature reactivity effects, instrumentation for fast reactivity changes, 

etc., [79]. 

4.1 Utilisation of Neutron Imaging at the Training Reactor VR-1 

The Training reactor VR-1 was particularly designed for the education of students and 

the training of professionals, and it has performed twenty-five years of typical low-power 

research with one far dominant utilisation - education and training. During the last decade, 

the reactor has been step-by-step converted from a single-purpose training reactor to 

a multipurpose reactor with a strong focus on research. The first extension step was dedicated 

to state-of-the-art research in neutron activation analysis [80]. The second extension step should 

focus on the possibility of using neutron imaging. The first step in testing the possibility of 

using neutron imaging at the VR-1 reactor was research within the framework of student theses 

from 2013-2016. The theses namely were “Use of Research Reactors for Neutron Radiography 

and Tomography“ [81], “Neutron Imaging at Research Reactors in the Czech Republic“ [82] and 

“The Neutron Imaging at Training Reactor VR-1“ [83]. The research was focused on testing 

neutron imaging at the VR-1 reactor using photographic films with convertors and image plates 

in various configurations of the radial beamline [84]. Although the results of the measurements 

were strongly influenced by gamma radiation, these activities still showed a potential for using 

neutron imaging at low-power neutron sources like the VR-1 reactor. However, based on 

the results, the capability for neutron imaging should be considerably limited, with the main 

application in education and training.
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Chapter 5  

Neutron Imaging at the Training 

Reactor VR-1 

The dissertation thesis is focused on the development and utilisation of neutron imaging at low 

and very low-power research reactors. The main goal of the thesis was to design, develop and 

test possibilities of operation for a neutron imaging facility at the Training reactor VR-1. 

The development of a new neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was a step-by-step 

process, with the main steps being design, construction, safety evaluation, calculations and 

experimental evaluation and testing. 

5.1 Development of Neutron Imaging Facility at the VR-1 Reactor 

The newly developed neutron imaging facility was called NIFFLER – “Neutron Imaging Facility 

for Learning and Research”. Development of neutron imaging at the VR-1 reactor was divided 

into two main topics - individual parts of the facility and time steps. The development of 

a neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor is described in detail in following chapters based 

on individual parts of the facility. The first part is focused on the capabilities of neutron imaging 

at the reactor. Then, the most important part is focused on the individual parts, which 

included: 

1. Detection system 

2. Beamline  

3. Shielding 

4. Tomography setup 
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The development was also divided into several time steps, which are briefly described 

in the following paragraph and included: 

1. Design  

2. Safety evaluation 

3. Construction 

4. Testing  

5. Commissioning 

6. Permanent operation 

The design was focused on individual parts of the facility, i.e., the detection system, beamline 

modifications, shielding modification and tomography setup. An important step after the design 

was safety evaluation. Since the designed facility was to be operated on a nuclear reactor, 

a safety assessment had to be conducted before its testing. It was necessary to assess the effect 

on safety, security, and safeguards. Safety includes nuclear safety, radiation protection and 

emergency preparedness, and security includes physical and cyber security. The developed 

facility does not affect any security (neither physical nor cyber security) and safeguards issues, 

so these topics are not discussed further in the text. The effect on safety, i.e., nuclear safety 

and radiation protection, is described further. Then, the individual components of the design 

facility were manufactured. All parts of the facility were prepared at CTU. The next step 

focused on testing the developed facility and its modification. The aim was to optimise 

the facility for the capabilities of the VR-1 reactor. After conducting enough tests, the facility 

was commissioned and later put into permanent operation at the VR-1 reactor.  

Although it was expected that the potential for neutron imaging at such a low-power neutron 

source would be very limited, the results proved that there is a significant potential not only 

for neutron radiography but also, surprisingly, for neutron computed tomography. The results 

from the VR-1 reactor could provide important insight for neutron imaging for other low-power 

neutron sources worldwide.  

Capabilities of Neutron Imaging at the VR-1 reactor 

From the point of view of the topic addressed in the thesis, the following VR-1 reactor 

equipment had to be considered for the development of a neutron imaging facility. The reactor 

is equipped with two horizontal beamlines – radial and tangential. The radial beamline is 25 cm 

in diameter with possible reduction to 9 cm and 190 cm in length. The front of the beamline 

touches the reactor core. During the standard operation of the reactor, the radial beamline is 

closed and filled with shielding plugs. The tangential beamline is 10 cm in diameter and 180 cm 

in length. Shielding plugs are placed in the biological shielding of the reactor. The rest of 

the internal volume of the tube of the tangential beamline (except for the shielding plugs) can 

be filled with a material, e.g., water or heavy water. For the development of a neutron imaging 

facility at the VR-1 reactor, a radial beamline was chosen for several reasons. The first reason 

is easier access, while the radial beamline is a part of the reactor construction, the tangential 
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beamline is a removable component not permanently placed in the reactor vessel. To use 

the tangential beamline in the reactor, the tube of the beamline must first be placed in 

the reactor through an opening in the biological shielding of the reactor after removing 

the permanently placed shielding plugs. A second reason why the radial beamline was chosen 

for the purposes of neutron imaging was very low reactor power. Since the VR-1 reactor has 

a reactor power of only 100 W, it was necessary to extract as many neutrons as possible from 

the reactor core. The radial beamline, unlike the tangential beamline, has a direct view of 

the reactor core, which results in higher neutron flux outside the reactor. A disadvantage of 

the radial beamline is that it provides a higher gamma background. Nevertheless, the radial 

beamline is the best option for the purposes of neutron imaging at the VR-1 reactor. The cross 

section of the VR-1 with radial and tangential beamlines is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8 – The diagram of the VR-1 reactor with radial and tangential channels. 

Beamline Modifications 

The crucial part of the development of the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was 

devoted to the radial beam adjustments. All modifications, calculations and measurements were 

exclusively done by the author. Since the original diameter of the radial beamline at the reactor 

VR-1 25 cm is too large and resulted in a low collimation ratio (L/D = 10), a reduction of 

the diameter to 9 cm was used.  

Before any modification of the radial beamline has been made, a fundamental parameter for 

neutron imaging – thermal neutron flux had to be determined. The verification of thermal 

neutron flux was performed at several positions in the reactor core and radial beamline using 

both measurements and calculations. In the beginning, the thermal neutron flux was verified 

in the reactor core. The measurement of the thermal neutron flux was performed using neutron 
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activation analysis (NAA) of gold foils. Since the measurements were focused on thermal 

neutron flux, sets of gold foils with and without cadmium covers were placed in different 

positions of the reactor core, both vertically and horizontally. For comparison, a calculations of 

thermal neutron flux were also performed using Monte Carlo calculation code SERPENT, 

version 2.1.31 [85] with a nuclear data library ENDF/B-VII.0 [86].  The input file to 

the SERPENT calculation code was prepared using the serpentaz2 tool. The serpentaz2 tool is 

a standardised tool developed at the Department of Nuclear Reactors for the preparation of 

verified input files to the SERPENT code with an already prepared model of the VR-1 reactor, 

usually used for core calculations at the reactor. The calculation of thermal neutron flux at 

the reactor core was performed in the same positions as the measurements. The thermal 

neutron flux in the reactor core at the reactor power of 100 W was 

1 − 5     ∙ 10  neutrons/cm s  depending on the position in the core. The deviation between 

the calculations and neutron activation analysis measurements were around 10%. 

However, the determination of the thermal neutron flux in the considered position of the sample 

was more important. The considered sample position is at the end of the radial beamline, which 

is 190 cm from the reactor core. The measurement of the thermal neutron flux was again 

performed using neutron activation analysis of gold foils. While in the reactor core, cadmium 

covers were placed on both sides of the gold foils, in the radial beamline, the covers were placed 

only on one side, since in the reactor core, an isotropic flux is measured, while in the radial 

beamline, a directed flux is measured. For comparison, calculations were again performed. 

In this case, a necessary modification of the reactor model in the serpentaz2 tool, mainly 

modification of the radial beamline, had to be made. The starting configuration of the radial 

beamline of the reactor for neutron imaging was opened radial beamline with diameter reduced 

to 9 cm using a hollow aluminium plug containing water with a central channel. Fig. 9 shows 

a model of the radial beamline at the reactor VR-1 with reduced diameter. This configuration 

corresponds to L/D = 20. The results of neutron activation analysis measurements and 

SERPENT calculation for this configuration are given in Tab. 3 of [87] which is included in 

Annex A.1. 

 

Fig. 9 – Model of the radial beamline at the reactor VR-1 with reduced diameter 

Then, the first modification of the radial beamline was performed. This modification focused 

on improving beam divergence and increasing the collimation ratio L/D. This was achieved by 

placing a pinhole limiting the neutron beam diameter to 2 cm. Technical details of this 

Inner diameter of the plug – 9 cm 
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modification are described in [87] and [88], which are included in Annex A.1, respectively Annex 

A.2. This configuration corresponds to L/D = 50. Fig. 10 shows a model of the radial beamline 

at the reactor VR-1 with a pinhole. 

 

Fig. 10 – Model of the radial beamline at the reactor VR-1 with a pinhole 

Also, for the first modification, the thermal neutron flux was calculated using the SERPENT 

code at the sample position. The comparison of calculated thermal neutron flux for different 

beamline diameters (different L/D) is given in Table 1. of [88], which is included in Annex A.2. 

Neutron radiography measurements for both configurations (L/D = 20 and L/D = 50) are 

given in Figure 6 and Figure 7 of [87], which is included in Anex A.1 and a comparison of these 

modifications is given in Figure 5 of [88], which is included in Annex A.2. The results of neutron 

radiography measurements showed that although the neutron flux in the sample position 

decreases due to the insertion of the pinhole (i.e., reducing the diameter of the beam), images 

with a similar neutron fluence due to sufficient increase in exposure time, are sharper with 

higher collimation ratio L/D. Further increase in the L/D ratio would not make sense because 

it would lead to a more pronounced reduction of the thermal neutron flux at the sample position 

and decreased image quality or significantly prolonged exposure times. In the case of a low-

power neutron sources, like a VR-1 reactor, a balance between sufficient neutron flux at sample 

position and collimation ratio L/D is crucial and should be found. 

After the calculations, it was found that the energy spectrum of the neutron beam coming from 

the reactor is wide, mostly thermal neutrons with a remaining share of epithermal and fast 

neutrons. This is caused by the fact that the radial beamline is located close to the reactor core 

with only 1 cm of water (moderator) between the core and the tube of the beamline. In order 

to increase the thermal neutron flux at the sample position, another modification of the radial 

beamline was carried out, namely placing an additional moderator inside the radial beam tube 

next to the reactor core. Several materials (light water, heavy water, paraffin, and polyethylene) 

with several different thicknesses (1-5 cm) were considered for this purpose. Another calculation 

using SERPENT code was performed. The results of thermal neutron flux of all moderator 

configurations are given in Tab. 7. The reduced table of selected moderator materials is shown 

in Table 2 of [88], which is included in Annex A.2. From Tab. 7, it is evident that the 4 cm of 

additional moderator in form of paraffin provide the largest increase in thermal neutron flux at 

the sample position. 
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Tab. 7 – Calculated thermal neutron flux of radial beamline with additional moderators 

Material Thickness (cm) Thermal neutron flux 𝜙  (n/cm2s)  

no moderator - 3.5 ∙ 10    

water 2 3.9 ∙ 10    
paraffin 2 3.7 ∙ 10    

heavy water 2 3.6 ∙ 10   

polyethylene 2 4.2 ∙ 10    

water 3 4 ∙ 10    
paraffin 3 4.1 ∙ 10    

heavy water 3 3.5 ∙ 10    
polyethylene 3 4.3 ∙ 10    

water 4 4.2 ∙ 10    
paraffin 4 5 ∙ 10    

heavy water 4 3.8 ∙ 10    
polyethylene 4 4.8 ∙ 10    

water 5 3.6 ∙ 10   

paraffin 5 3.8 ∙ 10    
heavy water 5 3.7 ∙ 10    
polyethylene 5 4.2 ∙ 10   

The final configuration of the radial beamline of the VR-1 reactor is given in Fig. 11 and also 

Figure 4 of [88]. This configuration includes 4 cm of additional moderator in form of paraffin 

and a pinhole with 2 cm in diameter. By adjusting the beamline by inserting an additional 

moderator, it was possible to increase the thermal neutron flux at the position of the sample 

from 3.5 ∙ 10   to 5   ∙ 10   n/  cm s, which is almost 1.5 times more. This was later experimentally 

verified using two types of measurements - neutron activation analysis and neutron imaging. 

In case of NAA, thermal neutron flux at the sample position was measured. In case of neutron 

imaging, the difference in light output was measured. In both cases, the measurement results 

confirmed an increase in the thermal neutron flux at the position due to using an additional 

moderator. 

 

Fig. 11 – Model of the radial beamline at the reactor VR-1 in the final configuration 
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Neutron radiography measurements for different additional moderator configurations are given 

in Figure 6 and Figure 7 of [88], which is included in Annex A.2. In the final configuration, 

the verification of thermal neutron flux using both NAA and calculation code SERPENT was 

performed. Tab. 8 gives the comparison for the values.  

Tab. 8 – Thermal neutron flux at the sample position in the final beamline configuration  

Verification Thermal neutron flux 𝜙  

NAA measurement 4.5 ∙ 10   n/cm s 
SERPENT calculation 5 ∙ 10   n/cm s 

Additional filters, neutron guides and flight tubes provide another possibility to adjust 

the neutron beam. In the case of the very low power reactor VR-1, it didn't make sense to use 

any filters. This is due to the fact that the use of any filter would lead to a reduction of 

the thermal neutron flux at the sample position which is already low. Also, neither a neutron 

guide nor a flight tube is useful in this case since the collimation ratio L/D is only 50, and 

the distance between the pinhole and the detection system is relatively short, only one meter, 

and the whole beamline is placed in the biological shielding of the reactor. 

The final configuration of the beamline and the detection system were later used to determine 

fundamental neutron imaging parameters – signal-to-noise ratio, effective pixel size and 

resolution. The signal-to-noise ratio for neutron radiography at 100 W reactor power, 

the 10 minutes exposure time and thermal neutron fluence at the sample 3 ∙ 10   n/cm  equals 

to 15.7.  The effective pixel size depends on the field of view (FoV) of the detection system and 

the used binning. The detection system enables two different FoV, 6x6 cm2 and 10x10 cm2. The 

native camera pixel array is 3027 x 2048 and pixel size 2.4 um. In case of the FoV 6x6 cm2 and 

binning 1x1, the effective pixel size equals 19.5 µm, and in the case of FoV 10x10 cm2 and 

binning 1x1, the effective pixel size equals 32.5 µm. Binning means combining the signal from 

several adjacent pixels into an output for a single pixel. For 2x2 binning, an array of 4 pixels 

becomes a single larger pixel, reducing the overall number of pixels that need to be read out 

and also reducing the resolution available. For most of the neutron imaging measurements at 

the VR-1 reactor binning 2x2 was used. In case of the FoV 6x6 cm2 and binning 2x2, the 

effective pixel size equals 39 µm, and in the case of FoV 10x10 cm2 and binning 2x2, the effective 

pixel size equals 65 µm. The resolution off the system was determined with the measurement 

using the gadolinium edge method as a 10% of MTF and equals to 350 µm. 

Since the VR-1 is a nuclear reactor and part of the neutron imaging facility is installed in 

the radial beamline of the reactor, it was necessary to evaluate its influence on nuclear safety. 

Modifications of radial beamline influence the reactivity of the reactor in 0.2 $. This reactivity 

change is within operation limits of the reactor and is routinely compensated by the change in 

the control rod position. Thus, the nuclear safety of the reactor is not affected in any way. 
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Detection System 

An affordable detection system was designed for the needs of testing neutron imaging at low-

power neutron sources. The detection system was designed by the Heinz Maier Leibnitz 

Zentrum (MLZ) of the Technical University of Munich [48]. This detection system was 

constructed, adjusted and tested by the author.  

The detection system is based on a CMOS camera in combination with a scintillator screen. 

The detector consists of a light tight aluminium outer casing (detector box), which inside 

contains several components. The detector box consists of two individual parts: the camera box 

and mirror box. For this reason, the detection system enables two fields of view, 6x6 cm2 and 

10x10 cm2. Depending on the required field of view, the mirror box can be replaced. Then 

the main parts of the detection system are the scintillator screen and cooled CMOS camera 

with lens and additional components such as an external cooling, lead shielding in front and 

behind the camera and a mirror. Even though, the camera is air cooled, with a Peltier cooler 

on the chip, due to small detector box and long measurement times, for example for neutron 

tomography, it requires external cooling which consists of copper pipes and a brass ring for 

water cooling. The camera and scintillator type, their technical details, and important 

parameters of the detection system, like the field of view and effective pixel size, are given in 

[87] which is included in Annex A.1. Based on the information given in Tab. 6, a 6Li-based, 

Cu-activated scintillator screen that emits green light, was chosen for the first measurements. 

As part of the development of the detection system, other scintillation screens were also tested, 

for example, 10B-based screens. Neutron radiography results with these screens hardly showed 

an image due to low thermal neutron flux at the sample position and low light output of 

the screen. Based on the results from the VR-1 reactor, 6Li-based scintillator screens seem to 

be the most suitable scintillator screens for neutron imaging at low power sources, primarily 

due to the high light output per captured neutron.  

Later, the original detector box was renovated. The first detector system consisted of 

an aluminium housing. The original detector box was later redesigned to a 3D-printed housing 

made from standard PLA filament. Figure 5 of [89], included in Annex A.4, shows the compact 

3D printed detector design with few parts for both the camera and mirror box. The new 

detector box was first tested at the TRIGA Mark II reactor at the Vienna University of 

Technology. The test radiography of a printed circuit board with a CPU socket is shown in 

Figure 6 of [89]. This detector box was also later tested at the VR-1 reactor. The advantage of 

a 3D printed detector box, against the original aluminium box, is that it consists of fewer parts, 

which are easier to manufacture and adjust. Only a 3D printer with a standard PLA filament 

is needed for the detector box preparation. The plastic detector housing also avoids gamma 

spots originating from neutron capture in an aluminium detector housing. 

Part of the dissertation was not only the development of the neutron imaging facility at 

the VR-1 reactor but also its testing, or the testing of the detection system on other neutron 
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sources. The developed detection system was tested at two research reactors, e.g., the TRIGA 

Mark-II reactor at the Vienna University of Technology and the LVR-15 reactor at CVR Rez. 

Testing the developed detection system for neutron imaging at other neutron sources should 

have revealed the capabilities of the detection system and compared results from different 

source powers, beam parameters, etc. (see Tab. 9.) 

Tab. 9 – Research reactors used for testing the developed detection system  

Facility Reactor Power Power Ratio* L/D 
Thermal neutron flux at 

sample position 

VR-1  100 W - 50 5 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚 𝑠 
TRIGA Mark-II 250 kW 2.5E3 80 1 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚 𝑠 

LVR-15  10 MW 1E5 30 2 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚 𝑠 

*The power ratio is the ratio of the reactor power of either the TRIGA Mark-II or the LVR-15 reactor to the reactor 

power of the VR-1 reactor. 

A comparison of neutron radiography measurements of the 2.5” hard drive from the VR-1 

reactor, the TRIGA Mark II reactor and the LVR-15 reactor is given in Fig. 12.  

     

Fig. 12 – Comparison of neutron radiography of 2.5” hard drive from a) the VR-1 reactor 

b) the TRIGA Mark II reactor c) the LVR-15 reactor 

At the VR-1 reactor, the exposure time was set to 10 minutes with neutron fluence at sample  
3 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚 , while at the TRIGA Mark II reactor, the exposure time was 20 s with neutron 

fluence at sample 1 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚  and the LVR-15 reactor the exposure time was 10 s with 

neutron fluence at sample 2 ∙ 10   𝑛/𝑐𝑚 . All reactors use thermal neutrons for neutron imaging. 

The results confirm that with increasing neutron source power, i.e., increasing neutron flux at 

the sample, the quality of the image significantly improves. The results from the TRIGA Mark 

II reactor and the LVR-15 reactor are very similar. However, the reactor power of the LVR-15 

reactor is considerably higher. This is caused by the fact that although the LVR-15 reactor has 

a higher neutron flux at the sample position, the beam is barely collimated, and the collimation 

ratio L/D is significantly lower than at the TRIGA Mark II reactor. Although the L/D ratio is 

relatively low in both cases (lower than 100), the results from both reactors are relatively sharp. 

This is because a thin sample placed directly on the scintillation screen was used for 
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measurements. The results from the VR-1 reactor are of the least quality with the most noise. 

Still, it is possible to distinguish the components of a 2.5" hard disk. The resolution was not 

measured at the TRIGA Mark II reactor and the LVR-15 reactor. 

As for the external shielding, depending on the reactor power, sufficient shielding, i.e., lead 

bricks, borated rubber, or borated polyethylene, had to be added to protect the camera. 

In the case of the VR-1 reactor and the TRIGA Mark II reactor, a few lead bricks and borated 

rubber in front of the detector were sufficient. In the case of the LVR-15 reactor, due to high 

reactor power, an extra layer of shielding in the form of lead bricks and borated polyethylene 

blocks had to be added from all sides of the detector. 

Even though the developed detection system is quite affordable, the results from the TRIGA 

Mark II reactor and the LVR-15 reactor showed its high quality even for high-power neutron 

sources like medium and high-power research reactors. Combined with a collimated neutron 

beam, with a collimation ratio L/D of at least 100, the detection system could provide 

resolution in dozens of micrometres.  

Later, neutron imaging measurements with the developed detection system were performed to 

test the possibilities using D-D and D-T portable generators as neutron sources. Since neutron 

imaging using D-T and D-D generators as a neutron source is not the main topic of this 

dissertation thesis, this topic is just briefly introduced. The first measurements in the field of 

the use of neutron generators as a source for neutron imaging were performed at 

the International Atomic Energy Agency, Nuclear Science and Instrumentation Laboratory 

(NSIL) in Seibersdorf. Due to some limitations, the generators at NSIL are shielded up close 

with polyethylene and a combination of water canisters and concrete blocks, respectively. 

Since the CTU is equipped with D-D and D-T neutron generators, comparison measurements 

have been performed without close-up shielding. The measurements were performed in various 

configurations. The D-T generator, owned by the CTU, produces fast neutrons with 

the maximum of the energy spectrum at 14 MeV with source intensity around 5·108 n/s into 

4π. Fast neutrons from the source can be used for neutron radiography. For the first 

configuration, the 6Li-based scintillator, sensitive to thermal neutrons, had to be replaced with 

a fast neutron-sensitive scintillator screen, and a 6 mm thick lead sheet had to be placed 

between the detector and the D-T generator because X-ray radiation is also produced in 

the generator during the interaction. For the second configuration, the 6Li-based scintillator 

screen was returned to the detection system, a 6 mm lead sheet remained, and 2 cm of 

moderator in the form of polyethylene was added. In other configurations, different thicknesses 

and sizes of the moderator were tested. Similar configurations were then tested for the D-D 

generator. Because the power/neutron intensity of the generators is very low, in the case of 

a D-D generator significantly lower than that of a D-T generator, the possibilities of using 

neutron imaging are very limited. All results were very noisy, with limited image quality.  
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The comparison of measurements from the IAEA NSIL and the CTU showed the major 

influence of close-up shielding around the setup on the results, due to the large amount of 

scattered neutrons from the shielding. The best setup using a D-D or a D-T portable generator 

as a neutron source would be an open space room with the generator and the detector standing 

freely without directly surrounding shielding. 

Shielding Modifications 

For the needs of neutron imaging, it was also necessary to modify the shielding around 

the radial channel of the VR-1 reactor. As experiments with open radial beamlines are 

considered non-standard at the reactor, additional shielding had to be installed. 

All modifications and measurements were exclusively done by the CTU neutron imaging group. 

First, a wall of heavy concrete in combination with plates of borated polyethylene was built 

behind the detection system. Later, a beam stopper from a combination of lead bricks and 

borated polyethylene blocks was added to increase the shielding behind the detection system. 

The final state of the additional shielding for the detection system is shown in Figure 3 of [87], 

which is included in Annex A.1. The whole shielding of the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 

reactor is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13 – Shielding of the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor 

The installed shielding had to be evaluated to fulfil radiation protection requirements at 

the reactor as well as national limits. The radiation situation around the newly developed 

neutron imaging facility was comprehensively measured using detectors for both gamma and 

neutron radiation. In the final configuration of the radial beamline, with reactor power 100 W 

and external shielding added, the radiation situation was measured in the centre of the beam 

behind the shielding, the dose equivalent of gamma equals 0.5 µSv/h, and the dose equivalent 

of neutrons equals 10 µSv/h. The working position in which the computer with control software 

is placed, is located at least 5 m from the detection system. The radiation situation in this 

position is at the level of a slightly increased background. These values fulfil both the internal 

radiation protection limits at the reactor and the national radiation protection limits. 
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Tomography Setup 

Another part of the development of a neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was 

the design and development of the setup for neutron computed tomography. The tomography 

setup was designed by the Heinz Maier Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ) of the Technical University of 

Munich, but it was assembled, adjusted for the NIFFLER facility, and tested by the author. 

At first, a simple and affordable setup was built to test the possibility of performing neutron 

tomography at a reactor with such a low power. This setup was based on a rotation stage, 

a translation/linear stage and a controller. The controller consists of a Raspberry Pi computer 

and a Gertbot stepper motor controller. The Gertbot stepper motor controller had to be later 

replaced with a Waveshare HAT stepper motor controller because the Gertbot was 

discontinued. Other parts of the setup remained the same. The controller is designed to control 

the tomography sequence, which consists of tomography measurements, a series of 

radiographies recorded under different angles for tomography and measurements of the open 

beam and dark field images, controlled by a Python script on the Raspberry Pi. Later, 

the controller for the tomography sequence was improved, instead of using a Python script, the 

new control system is based on the Networked Instrument Control System (NICOS) developed 

at MLZ [90, 91]. Communication to the hardware was implemented using Entangle [92], 

an implementation of TANGO [93] developed at MLZ. Detailed information on the first neutron 

tomography measurements is given in [87], which is included in Annex A.1. 

5.2 Applications of Neutron Imaging at the VR-1 Reactor 

The Training reactor VR-1 is a state-of-the-art facility for education and training. For this 

reason, the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was developed mainly for these 

purposes. Later, the results of the measurements showed the potential for using neutron imaging 

not only for education but also for research in various fields.  

Education  

The top quality of academic education in any nuclear discipline can only be completed with 

state-of-the-art experimental facilities, experimental education, and hands-on activities. 

Research reactors, in general, are suitable for students at all academic levels, not only in nuclear 

engineering but also in various non-nuclear engineering studies, nuclear analytical techniques 

and neutron applications, such as power engineering, electrical engineering, natural sciences, 

medical sciences, physical sciences, as well as students studying archaeology, anthropology, 

cultural heritage preservation, life sciences and environmental monitoring, biology, medicine, 

chemistry, forensics, etc. Experimental education at low-power research reactors for these 

students can significantly increase the quality of theoretical academic education and extend 

the practical hands-on experience for students. 

The Training reactor VR-1, which was particularly designed for the education of students and 

the training of professionals, has more than thirty years of tradition of education in nuclear 
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engineering, particularly in experimental reactor physics and reactor kinetics and dynamics. 

In the last decade, experimental education at the reactor was extended to neutron activation 

analysis, and recently, with the regular operation of the NIFFLER imaging facility, also 

education in neutron imaging. 

After its final development and testing, the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was 

included in education at the Department of Nuclear Reactors. Since 2022, neutron imaging has 

been included in the educational program in the form of individual experiments of 2–3 hours. 

The main goal of these experiments is to show the basic principles of neutron radiography and 

demonstrate its capabilities in several nuclear and power engineering disciplines, such as 

material structure investigation. These demonstration experiments are part of two master 

courses at the Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical 

Engineering, Department of Nuclear Reactors, called Advanced experimental neutron physics 

and Research reactors. In addition, individual research-oriented education is organised at 

the reactor. This individual education based on students’ research is carried out in the frame 

of their thesis (bachelor, master, or doctoral thesis) or participation in research projects. 

In the future, a detailed full-semester course in Neutron Imaging will be introduced for students 

at the Department of Nuclear Reactors, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, 

Czech Technical University in Prague. The course is aimed at students in master’s and doctoral 

study programmes. The Neutron Imaging course syllabus is shown in Tab. 10. During 

the course, the detailed theoretical background of neutron imaging methods, instrumentation, 

measurements, data processing, and imaging capabilities in various disciplines will be explained 

during the theoretical lectures during and hands on exercises the whole semester. 

Tab. 10 – Neutron Imaging course annotation and syllabus 

Annotation  

The course is focused on neutron imaging methods, instrumentation, and applications. 

The first lecture provides an introduction to the basics of neutron imaging, physical 

background, basic principle, and important parameters. The second part is devoted to 

the specifics of neutron radiography and neutron tomography and their comparison with 

other imaging methods. The third part of the lectures is focused on the instrumentation for 

neutron imaging, the necessary parts of neutron imaging instruments, their importance, 

requirements, and main parameters. The fourth part is devoted to applications of neutron 

imaging in various research fields. The last part of the course focuses on advanced neutron 

imaging methods like energy-selective imaging, phase contrast and dark field imaging, 

diffractive imaging, etc. The lectures are supplemented with practical exercises, which are 

partly carried out at the VR-1 reactor. The exercises are focused on practical 

demonstrations of neutron imaging experiments with various samples and processing of 

measured data. 
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Syllabus 

Lectures: 

1. Introduction to neutron imaging (1 lecture) 

2. Neutron radiography (2 lectures) 

3. Neutron tomography (2 lectures) 

4. Instrumentation for neutron imaging (2 lectures) 

5. Applications of neutron imaging (3 lectures) 

6. Advanced neutron imaging methods (3 lectures) 

Exercises: 

1. Introduction to neutron radiography measurements (2 exercises) (VR-1 reactor) 

2. Neutron radiography data processing (2 exercises) (Lab) 

3. Determination of SNR, resolution, and pixel size (2 exercises) (VR-1 reactor) 

4. Quantification of the attenuation coefficient (1 exercise) (Lab) 

5. Introduction to neutron tomography measurements (2 exercises) (VR-1 reactor) 

6. Neutron tomography data processing (2 exercises) (Lab) 

7. Applications of neutron imaging in multidisciplinary research (2 exercises) (VR-1 reactor) 

This course will be dedicated to students focusing on neutron sciences, neutron applications, 

nuclear analytical techniques, or beam experiments.  The Neutron Imaging course will be tested 

during the academic year 2023/2024. It could be later included in the regular education at 

the Czech Technical University in Prague, Department of Nuclear Reactors. The one-semester 

course (13 weeks) is intended to have a range 2+3, meaning 2 hours of weekly lectures and 

3 hours of weekly exercises during the semester. 

Examination of Cultural Heritage Objects 

Even though the primary purpose of the newly developed neutron imaging facility at 

the Training reactor VR-1 is education and training, other possible applications were also 

tested. Testing the possibility of using neutron imaging on the reactor was carried out in 

the field of cultural heritage preservation. Other possible fields of applications, e.g., material 

science and engineering or energy research, will be tested in the future. In the field of cultural 

heritage research, neutron imaging measurements at the VR-1 reactor were performed with 

Buddhist or Bon votive statues from Central Asia. Asian votive statues are suitable samples 

for neutron imaging because empty metallic casts are usually filled with organic materials and 

ritually sealed and empowered. As a non-destructive technique, neutron imaging is an extremely 

important tool for the study of cultural heritage objects. Three Central Asia votive statues 

borrowed from a private collection were studied at the NIFFLER facility: A statue of 

Tsongkhapa from Ladakh in Northern India, a statue of Sherab Chamma from Tibet and 

a statue of Buddha Shakyamuni from China. 
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For neutron radiography, the Buddhist statue of Tsongkhapa from Ladakh in Northern India 

and the Bon statue of Sherab Chamma from Tibet were selected. The Tsongkhapa statue is 

14.5 cm in height and was made at the end of the last millennium by a local Buddhist artist in 

Ladakh in the Northern Himalayas. The statue was filled and empowered in the Buddhist 

monastery in Diskit in Nubra Valley in Ladakh around 2000. The Chamma statue is 13.7 cm 

in height and was made at the beginning of the new millennium in Norther Himalaya (India or 

Nepal) and filled and empowered in the Bon monastery in Dolanji in Northern India in 2006. 

The results of neutron radiography of the Buddhist statue of Tsongkhapa and the Bon statue 

of Sherab Chamma are shown in Figure 1, respectively Figure 2 of [94], which are included in 

Annex A.3. For neutron tomography, a statue of Buddha Shakyamuni from China was selected. 

The Buddha Shakyamuni, in a mediation position, is 7 cm in height and was found in the local 

market in Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China, at the end of the last millennium; no other 

information about the origin is available. The results of neutron radiography and tomography 

are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 of [94], which are included in Annex A.3. The results of 

these experiments clearly showed the potential of the reactor or possibly other low-power 

research reactors in neutron imaging for multidisciplinary research, which can provide 

important data for anthropologists, archaeologists or experts in culture heritage preservation. 

Neutron imaging measurements at the VR-1 reactor clearly showed the potential not only for 

the education of students to learn the basic principles of this technique and perform experiments 

but also for research in various disciplines. So far, the investigations of neutron imaging 

applications at the reactor have been focused on cultural heritage preservation. Further 

activities should now focus on testing other possible applications, such as material science and 

engineering, battery research or hydrogen storage research. 

5.3 Knowledge Transfer to Other Research Reactors 

The experience gained in the development of the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor 

was later used for the modification of two other facilities, mainly their detection systems. 

The detection system used at the VR-1 reactor is quite universal and can be used on almost 

any neutron imaging facility that does not have special requirements such as special shielding, 

lack of space, etc. Even so, the later version of the detection system based on 3D printed 

housing was designed to be easy to manufacture and adjust. The modifications of the detection 

box are significantly more straightforward, unlike the aluminium casing. The modular detector 

box can be easily modified for the specific requirements of a neutron source, a specific purpose, 

or a specific field of view. Tested variants were, for example, a special high-resolution setup 

and a long-distance periscope. A special high-resolution setup was built using a Heliflex lenses 

and camera with a small pixel size. This detector was designed by the Heinz Maier Leibnitz 

Zentrum (MLZ) of the Technical University of Munich and tested at the the TRIGA Mark-II 

reactor at the Vienna University of Technology. Heliflex lenses include a 90-degree mirror and 

focus their output image to infinity, i.e., they create a parallel beam. Therefore, in the first 
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approximation, there is no loss of intensity by spreading the light beam, and the detector 

camera can detect the light beam out of the Heliflex lenses with its own lens focused to infinity, 

i.e. a parallel beam, in varying distances without losing intensity. The magnification or 

demagnification depends on the ratio of the focal lengths of the Heliflex and the camera lens. 

Figure 7 of [89] shows the detector setup with a Heliflex lenses, and Figure 8 of [89] shows the 

results of neutron imaging of a gadolinium pattern from the TRIGA Mark-II reactor at the 

Vienna University of Technology with this setup, both figures are included in Annex A.4. 

Moreover, the detector box can be modified, for example, for specific shielding requirements. 

This was the case with the detector box for the RA-6 reactor in San Carlos de Bariloche, 

Argentina. The detection system was designed in collaboration between CTU and MLZ and 

then built, commissioned, and tested as a part of the four-month PhD internship in Argentina. 

The original detection system at the RA-6 reactor was from 2009 and consisted of a CCD 

camera in combination with a 6Li-based scintillator screen. The original system had several 

problems: The mirrors weren’t fixed in position, which required precise alignment and 

orientation of the mirrors, otherwise causing spatially varying blurring of the images, or 

the scintillator screen was quite thick, which limited the spatial resolution. The new detection 

system had to meet the specific requirements of the shielding placed at the end of the beamline. 

Therefore, based on the original 3D-printed detector box, a 1.2-meter-long periscope was 

designed. The firmly connected parts of the detector system ensure the alignment of the two 

mirrors. The model of the periscope is shown in Figure 5 of [95]. The photos of the 3D printed 

periscope inside and outside of the shielding at the RA-6 reactor are shown in Figure 6 of [95], 

which is included in Annex A.5. Technical details of the detection system, the comparison of 

the old and the new detections systems and the results of neutron radiography measurements 

are given in [95] which is included in Annex A.5. As a part of an upgrade of the detection 

system for neutron imaging at reactor RA-6, a comparison of the resolution was performed. 

The resolution was measured using a gadolinium test pattern, i.e., Siemens star. While 

the original resolution was 500 µm, the resolution after the upgrade was 100 µm.  

A simple neutron computed tomography setup was also installed at the RA-6 reactor as a part 

of the detection system upgrade. The setup was the same one used at the NIFFLER facility at 

the VR-1 reactor, consisting of an affordable translation and rotation stage, Raspberry Pi and 

Waveshare stepper motor controller. Same as at the VR-1 reactor, the tomography controller 

was later improved using a control system based on NICOS and TANGO.  The results of 

the first neutron computed tomography with a new detection system and new tomography 

setup are shown in Figure 9. of [95], which is included in Annex A.5. After the development 

and commissioning of a new detection system for neutron imaging at the RA-6 reactor, 

measurements of various interesting samples were performed. For example, a new collaboration 

with the Paleontological Museum in Bariloche was established, and a few fossils were provided 

as samples.   
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The 3D-printed detector box was cheaply and easily adapted to the specific shielding 

requirements at the RA-6 reactor. By replacing the detector system, a significant increase in 

resolution was achieved using a modern CMOS camera in combination with a thinner 

scintillator screen. With better resolution and professional software for neutron tomography, 

neutron imaging at the RA-6 reactor can now be used not only for education and training but 

also in research in various disciplines like archaeology, palaeontology, material science and 

nuclear engineering. However, with the large number of fossils found in Argentina, 

palaeontology could potentially be a major research application.   

The upgrade of the detection system at the RA-6 reactor was the first step in the field of 

knowledge transfer from the development of neutron imaging facility from the Training reactor 

VR-1 to other research reactors. Another activity which is currently underway is 

the development of a new neutron imaging facility at the LVR-15 reactor in Rez, near Prague. 

This development is under the leadership of the CTU neutron imaging group. The development 

of this facility is directly related to the development of the facility at the VR-1 reactor, but it 

will take place on a larger scale since the LVR-15 reactor has a reactor power of 10 MW. 

The development will include modifications of the beamline using filters, collimators and flight 

tubes, development of shielding and modifications of the detection system. The developed 

facility will be the first neutron imaging facility at a high-power research reactor in the Czech 

Republic and will provide user access to external users. As for other activities, other institutions 

operating low-power research reactors, for example, the TRIGA Mark II reactor operated by 

the University of Pavia, Italy or the LPRR reactor currently under construction in Riyadh, 

Saudi Arabia, have shown interest in building similar facilities for neutron imaging.  
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Discussion and conclusions 

The dissertation thesis was prepared in the form of the commented set of five scientific papers 

that are integral part of the thesis and present the main part of the thesis, and they are 

supplemented by a unifying text. The PhD research, described in the thesis, was focused on 

the possibilities of using neutron imaging at very low-power research reactors. This was 

performed by the development of a neutron imaging facility NIFFLER at the Training reactor 

VR-1 with reactor power of 100 W.  

The development of the neutron imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor was divided into several 

steps. First the individual components were designed. The crucial part of the design was 

dedicated to the radial beam adjustments. A radial beamline was chosen to develop the neutron 

imaging facility at the VR-1 reactor, but several modifications had to be performed to improve 

the quality of the beam. First, to improve the collimation ratio L/D, a pinhole was placed into 

the beamline. Different sizes of the pinhole were tested. Later, to adjust the neutron spectrum, 

an additional moderator was also placed into the beamline. Different materials and thicknesses 

of the moderator were tested. A series of calculations using the Monte Carlo code SERPENT 

was performed to determine the effect of the modifications of the radial beamline on the thermal 

neutron flux at the sample position. The results of these calculations and experiments showed 

that, in case of very low-power research reactors, parameters such as neutron flux at the sample 

position and the collimation ratio L/D have to be optimised. A proper balance between 

relatively high L/D and sufficient neutron flux at the sample position should be find. In case 

of the VR-1 reactor, the collimation ratio L/D is 50 and thermal neutron flux at the sample 

position is 5 ∙ 10   neutrons/cm2s.  

The other parts of the design focused on the detection system, tomography setup, and shielding. 

An affordable detection system was designed to test the possibility of using neutron imaging 

at low-power neutron sources. The detection system was designed in collaboration with 

the Heinz Maier Leibnitz Zentrum of the Technical University of Munich. The detection system 

is a standard neutron imaging detection system based on the CMOS camera in combination 

with a scintillator screen. The system is placed in a compact, light-tight box with a few internal 

components, making the system transportable. Therefore, it was possible to test this system at 
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other research reactors, namely the TRIGA Mark II reactor at the Vienna University of 

Technology and the LVR-15 reactor at CVR near Prague. Even though the developed detection 

system is quite affordable, the results from the TRIGA Mark II reactor and the LVR-15 reactor 

showed its high quality and potential use even for high-power neutron sources/research reactors. 

Also, part of the design, the shielding around the radial beamline of the VR-1 reactor also had 

to be modified or the needs of neutron imaging. A wall of heavy concrete in combination with 

plates of borated polyethylene was built behind the whole setup; and a beam stopper from 

a combination of lead bricks and borated polyethylene blocks was added behind the detection 

system. And a setup for neutron computed tomography was also prepared as part of the design. 

At first, a simple setup, consisting of a rotation stage, linear stage, Raspberry Pi and a stepper 

motor controller, was built to test the possibility of performing neutron tomography at a reactor 

with such a low power. The tomography sequence was controlled by a Python script on 

the Raspberry Pi. Later, the controller for the tomography sequence was replaced by 

the professional control system NICOS. An essential step after the design was safety evaluation. 

The effect on safety, security, and safeguards had to be determined. After the safety evaluation, 

the individual parts of the facility were constructed, tested at the VR-1 reactor, and modified 

if necessary. The facility was then commissioned and put into permanent operation not only 

for neutron radiography but also for computed neutron tomography, which makes it the first 

neutron tomography facility operated at such a low power research reactor worldwide. This was 

highly appreciated by IAEA and the whole neutron imaging community worldwide. 

After commissioning of the NIFFLER imaging facility, the research focused on testing different 

possibilities of using neutron imaging. The first step was to include neutron imaging into 

education at the Department of Nuclear Reactors. From 2022, neutron imaging experiments 

were included in two courses at the Czech Technical University in Prague, namely Advanced 

Experimental Neutron Physics and Research Reactors. A new detailed full-semester course on 

Neutron Imaging is being prepared, which will be introduced in the future for students at 

the Department of Nuclear Reactors. Although one of the goals of the thesis was to include 

neutron imaging in standard teaching at the VR-1 reactor, the results also showed the potential 

for multidisciplinary research, such as cultural heritage preservation. The possibility of using 

neutron imaging at very low-power research reactors was carried out in the field of cultural 

heritage preservation. The investigation of the internal structures of Buddhist or Bon votive 

statues from Central Asia was performed. Three Central Asia votive statues borrowed from 

a private collection were studied at the NIFFLER facility. Neutron imaging experiments of 

the statues revealed interesting internal contents made of organic materials inside metallic 

statues. This was the first step in collaboration with the National Gallery Prague which would 

like to perform similar experiments on their objects. These experiments showed that neutron 

imaging is a powerful tool for the investigation of cultural heritage objects, even at low-power 

neutron sources. However, cultural heritage preservation is one of the many applications of 
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neutron imaging. Other possible fields of applications of neutron imaging, for example, material 

science and engineering and energy research, will be tested at the VR-1 reactor in the future. 

More specifically, the investigations should focus on using low-power research reactors for 

battery and hydrogen economy research. 

All results from the NIFFLER neutron imaging facility successfully confirmed the possibility 

of using very low-power research reactors, such as the Training reactor VR-1, for neutron 

imaging. The results not only demonstrated the feasibility of using neutron imaging at very 

low-power research reactors but also extended the range of applications of the VR-1 reactor. 

Neutron imaging is now routinely included in standard education at the Czech Technical 

University in Prague, and other activities are planned to provide this method to a broader 

spectrum of students. The results of neutron imaging experiments from the NIFFLER facility 

also showed the great potential of using neutron imaging at low-power research reactors not 

only for the education of students but also for multidisciplinary research, for example, in 

the field of cultural heritage preservation. The knowledge, experience and results from 

developing and testing the NIFFLER facility can provide insight and opportunity for other 

very low-power research reactors worldwide to build similar facilities for neutron imaging to 

benefit research reactors themselves and also user communities in various research disciplines 

using this excellent neutron application. 
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